Awarded annually by

William R. Waters Research Grant
The William R. Waters Research Grant was established in 1999 in honour of William R. Waters,
editor of the Review of Social Economy for many years, and President of ASE in 1987.
The purpose of the William R. Waters Research Grant Program is to inspire scholars to organize
their research in social economics and social economy along the lines suggested by William
Waters in his 1988 presidential address to the Association for Social Economics.
The major concern of social economics is explaining the economy in its broadest aspects; that is,
showing how human beings deal with the ordinary business of using human and physical resources to
achieve a level of material comfort. Explanation includes cultural, political, and ethical details as they
are needed for a full understanding. As in any economics, there are three parts to social economics.
First is the philosophical base of the social economist, which may or may not be a reflection of the
philosophical base or ethos of the society he/she is studying. Social economics (or any economics)
builds upon it. It is the hard core as in the recent popular literature of the philosophy of science.
The second part of the discipline is a description of the significant characteristics of the economy.
The economist must observe the multiplicity of economic reality and abstract those characteristics that
are substantive. The two together, the philosophical premises and the empirical observations, will
determine the third part of the discipline, social economic policy. Policy formulation is thus a mix of
the first two.
[William R. Waters, presidential address, “Social Economics: A Solidarist Perspective,”
Review of Social Economy, 1988, p.113 ff.]

The research grant is for promising new faculty members who have not yet been granted tenure
and for graduate students in Ph.D. programs who have not yet completed their dissertation.
The current amount of the annual grant is up to $5000.
The deadline for submitting applications is 1st November 2014.

The application form and instructions can be found at the ASE website:
http://www.socialeconomics.org
The grant can be very beneficial to scholars beginning their career.
“The [William Waters] grant had a very positive impact on my career. It allowed me to
buy out time to research the impact that the social turn in economics had on gender and
economic development policy at the World Bank. The research resulted in a couple of
well-placed publications that influenced debates in the field, and helped me to receive
tenure also.”
Suzanne L. Bergeron, Director of Women's and Gender Studies,
University of Michigan Dearborn, grant recipient 2004.

